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Barriers to 
Wound Healing
Wound Treatment and Supportive Care































• Educate diabetic patients on how to









• Assess	bed ridden patients for



















































• Granulation	tissue forms inward from nearby	healthy	connective	tissue








Phase	III: Remodeling and Maturation
• Begins	weeks	after injury and typically completes within 2 years































Honey	Dressings	(Vyhlídalová, Kozáková & Zeleníková, 2018)
• Viscosity	of	honey	prevents	bacteria	from	colonizing	in	the	wound
• The	high	sugar	content	creates	osmotic	pressure,	which	removes	water	from	the






• Reduces	the risk of infection
Optimal	Nutrition	(McGuire & Sheltzer, 2019)
(DerSarkissian,	2019)
(McCance	&	Huether,	2019) (Munro,	2017)
